ABSTRACT: By utilizing primary sources, mainly newspapers, this article analyzes the rivalry between
the US and Spain for the control of Dominican Republic by mid-nineteenth century, focusing on the
responses given by the American public opinion to the Dominican Republic annexation to Spain in 1861.
The article proposes that the US government, pressed by the events of the Civil War (1861-1865),
neglected the foreign policy towards the hemisphere which, among other factors, allowed the intrusion of
European powers in the Americas, like that of Spain in the Dominican Republic. American public opinion,
on the contrary, saw with concern the Spaniards' attempts in the Caribbean debating topics such as race,
slavery, masculinity, and the balance of power among the world potencies in the region.
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RESUMEN: Utilizando fuentes primarias, principalmente periódicos, en este artículo se analiza la
rivalidad entre Estados Unidos y España por el control de República Dominicana a mediados del siglo
XIX, poniendo énfasis en la reacción de la opinión pública norteamericana a la anexión del país caribeño
por parte de España en 1861. Se propone que los agentes gubernamentales de Estados Unidos,
presionado por los eventos de la Guerra Civil (1861-1865), descuidaron la política exterior hacia el
hemisferio lo que, entre otros factores, posibilitó la intrusión de potencias europeas en América, como la
de España en República Dominicana. La opinión pública norteamericana, en cambio, vio con
preocupación las incursiones españolas en el Caribe aflorando temáticas vinculadas con lo racial, la
esclavitud, la masculinidad y el balance de poder entre las potencias en la región.
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During the first half of the 1860s the United States experienced the most threatening crisis of their
national history. Besides the loss in both human lives and material resources, the Civil War (1861-
1865) jeopardized the present and future of the young American nation. Although the conflict was
originated by internal causes related to slavery and its immediate consequences were eminently
nationals, the Civil War also had international projections. In this regard, it is possible to state that the
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doctoral, titulado “Americanism in Chile and Peru: From the beginnings of the republican era to the War against Spain”.
war provoked at least two main consequences: on the one hand, the internal conflict altered the international agenda carried out until then by the Union and the Confederacy; on the other hand, the Civil War opened up opportunities for external powers attempting to threaten and take advantage of the changes in the United States' priorities. The latter was the case of both the French involvement in Mexico and the Spanish intervention in the Dominican Republic; in both situations the Monroe Doctrine, one the main principles of the American foreign policy, was ineffective and eventually could not be enforced.¹ In this article I shall examine the failed annexation of the Dominican Republic to Spain (1861-1865) by focusing on the responses given to this process by the American public opinion.² Although it is evident that the main interest of the U. S. Government and American public opinion lied on the events and consequences of the Civil War, the international arena was not completely neglected by Americans. Both northerner and southerner newspapers as well as the local and national media, paid attention to the events of the Dominican Republic and analyzed their implications, with different emphasis, for the United States. Unlike the official silence on the Dominican matter, the public opinion expressed its concern for the Spanish involvement in the Caribbean and pressed the government to play a more decisive role in the question.

The article is divided into three main parts. First, I shall characterize the American expansionist ethos in the Caribbean and particularly in the Dominican Republic. Although the so-called "second gem of the Caribbean" was not a priority for the American foreign policy, the Dominican Republic was geopolitically and economically important for the United States. Furthermore, the study of the international relationships between the United States and the Dominican Republic can be used as a lens to better understand the American involvement in the Caribbean region. Then, I shall briefly analyze one of the first sources of conflict between Spain and the United States in the Dominican Republic: the Samaná Treaty. Although unsuccessful, the negotiation of this treaty showed - the deep interest of both countries in the island and also gave some hints on the concern for the fate of the island in the American public opinion. In the last section, I shall study the reactions of the U. S. government and the American public opinion in the face of the annexation of the Dominican Republic to Spain (1861) and the subsequent revolution carried out by Dominicans against the Spaniards (1863-1865). Because of the particular conditions posed by the Civil War, the United States had to relinquish the enforcement of the Monroe Doctrine, one of their main principles in foreign policy toward the hemisphere during the nineteenth century, on the Dominican Republic.³ However, as we will see, the formal absence of the United States in the conflict did not imply that the American public opinion was indifferent to events. On the contrary, newspapers were attentive to the situation in the island and its impact in the United States. Although those references were not massive, and the majority of them were from Northern newspapers, it is possible to verify, first, the extent to which the American public opinion was interested in the fate of the Dominican Republic and, then, probably more relevant, how internal anxieties were projected into the international relationships of the United States. Issues like the balance of power among nations, the role of American foreign policy, race, and slavery, to mention just a few, were recurrent in the period and constitute the main focus of attention of this work.

The international relations between the United States, the Dominican Republic, and Spain over the Civil War period constitute the general framework of this work. To a great extent, this paper relies on the scant historiography covering the international dimensions of the Civil War, a subfield relatively neglected by historiography. Besides some works on the official relations between the
United States and other countries, on the role of the Union concerning cotton in Europe, and on the multiple efforts of the Confederacy to establish diplomatic relations with other nations, the international dimension of the war has been one of the topics less studied by scholars. In this context, both the foreign policy of the U.S toward the Americas during the Civil War era and the influence of the conflict in the Americas have received even less attention. In this work, I explore these dimensions from the perspective of the American public opinion, paying attention to the reactions to the events in the Dominican Republic and to the pressure that the press exerted over the American government in order to deploy a more active role in the conflict.

1. THE UNITED STATES, THE DOMINICAN REPUBLIC, AND THE CARIBBEAN

The United States had a long history of involvement in the Caribbean. Traditionally, the region had been highly contested and disputed by imperial powers: France, Britain, and Spain were the main European actors in the region until the appearance of the United States as a hemispheric force. Based on the Monroe Doctrine (1823), American policies toward Latin America were eminently expansionist from the beginnings. The war against Mexico, which resulted in the incorporation of Texas, (1846-1848) along with the underground and, sometimes, open support to both the actions of Narciso López in Cuba and the dictatorship of William Walker in Nicaragua exemplify this policy.

During the 1850s, the American foreign policy was eminently expansionist having the southern and western territorial domains as its main goals. Although the interest in Mexico, Central America and the Caribbean had a longstanding history, the tropics with their resources and their people became attainable objectives. In the case of Santo Domingo, the expansionist policy was more evident after 1844, when the island was divided into two independent states: the Dominican Republic and the Republic of Haiti. The influence of Spain and France upon the island slowly waned and the U.S. diplomats, politicians and businessmen intensified their labor in the region. The following fifty years were characterized by different efforts made by Americans in order to increase their influence over the island or, in a better scenario, to annex the territory or part of it to the United States. The historical images and representations of the island and its people helped to build these attempts. Portrayed as a contested land in which the rule and the order were almost nonexistent, the island seemed to be an objective easily achievable due to its permanent internal social and political instability.

In the particular case of the Dominican Republic, some historians have stated that the interest of the United States in annexing this country laid on its transcendental geographical location, its strategic bays, its natural resources, and its weather. On the other side, other scholars have asserted that Dominican politicians continuously sought North American assistance, in the face of a continued Haitian menace and the virtual indifference of European powers. However, and beyond these differentiations, the presence of the United States in the region remained constant. As William Nelson states, before the annexation of the Dominican Republic by Spain, the United States had a wide assortment of people, with different reasons within its ranks, who favored the increase of the American presence in that country. Men in charge of the state, both northerners and southerners, coincided with the expansionist emphasis. On this point, it is useful consider the opinion of the politicians in charge of the State as well as the foreign policy. Presidents Franklin Pierce and James...
Buchanan, for example, were ardent imperialists who promoted expansion. For them, the Dominican Republic, like Cuba, represented “a symbol of the empire”.11 The Secretary of the State, Daniel Webster, on his part, was more concerned with the protection of North American interests in the Caribbean increasingly menaced by European powers. In addition to these geopolitical considerations and visions of state, there were other actors involved, mainly businessmen who viewed Cuba and the Dominican Republic as good places to make profitable business.12

From a regional perspective, the idea of a U. S. expansion toward the Caribbean leading to the Civil War had strong supporters in both the Union and the Confederacy. The North and the South carried out campaigns of expansionism into the Caribbean that, although founded on different motives and ideological concerns, were fully matched with those visions of state mentioned above. Before the Civil War, in the South prevailed the idea of creating a pro slavery Caribbean empire which considered the annexation of Cuba and other Caribbean islands.13 Cuba and the South had a long and close relationship as slaveholding societies, with multiple connections between both regional zones.14 Culturally and economically the South and Cuba shared several characteristics that invited to promote the annexation or the purchase, as pretended the Ostend Manifest (1854). Politically, Cuba was seen as a potential new state, a new proslavery territory which upon incorporation would add its vote to the Southern interests at national levels, and thereby, fortify the position of the pro-slavery states in Congress.15 The Compromise of 1850 increased the interest on expansionism in the South; Southern politicians sought the way for counterbalancing the national power with the Northern states. Mississippi and Louisiana supported different filibuster expeditions with resources and men; New Orleans, for example, was the base for the financial and organizational expeditions of Narciso López in the 1850s.16 Internal political disputes, therefore, helped to fuel the expansionist efforts into the Caribbean in a recursive back and forth process.

The Northern states were also eager promoters of expansionism in the particular case of the Dominican Republic. Their project was based on commercial, financial, and shipping interests that were achieved with the signing of the Samaná Treaty in 1854. As we will see, after signing this treaty, the Dominican matter became a national concern for Spain.

Although Santo Domingo was clearly less important than Cuba, in part due to the absence of slavery, its role contributed to increase the conflicts and differences between Spain and the United States in the mid-century.17 With Santo Domingo under its control, Spain could militarily threaten the Caribbean and the Gulf of Mexico, and afterward, the United States would have difficulties to reduce the Spanish influence there and in Central America, and then, Cuba would be a harder objective. American policy in the Dominican Republic, thus, was dominated by strategy-based military on its evaluation of the Caribbean context.

2. THE SAMANÁ TREATY (1854)

The Dominican Republic was one of the main sources of conflict between the United States and Spain in their attempts at controlling the Caribbean region. Symbolically, to recapture the control of the island represented for Spain the vindication and reaffirmation of its traditional links with the Dominicans, cemented during the colonial period as a former colony. On the other hand, and perhaps
more important, Spain’s attempts were oriented to prevent the U. S. involvement in both the island and the entire Caribbean region. Thus, every effort made by Americans in order to increase their presence in the Island found opposition and resistance, through different methods, from Spanish authorities.

By mid 1850s, the American interest over the island increased. Several American agents devoted themselves to studying the local political conditions and the economic potentialities of the island. One of those agents, William Cazneau, who had participated actively in both the War against Mexico and the annexation process of Texas, proposed the annexation and occupation of a Dominican bay through the signing of a special treaty with the local government (1854). Along with commercial clauses, the treaty would establish a series of arrangements and facilities in order to install a coal fueling station for commercial ships and an American war fleet in the region of Samaná. The terms of the treaty caused concerns in Spain. Its Government rapidly protested by both claiming that Spain would never resign the colonial right over the Dominican Republic and rejecting the American involvement in the country. The Spanish representative in the Dominican Republic even offered either money, or a protectorate, or troops to the local government if it rejected the treaty.

The activities of the American agents were followed with attention by the American public opinion. The news mainly focused on the consequences that the possible incorporation of new territories would have in both the relationship with European powers and internal U. S. politics, particularly regarding slavery. On this last point, there were also references to the racial composition of the Dominican Republic.

The influential anti-slavery newspaper *The Liberator*, published in Boston, Massachusetts, strongly criticized the governmental decision of supporting the activities of Cuzneau and others in the Dominican Republic. In a heated editorial, this newspaper considered that the treaty responded to an old desire of taking control over the island formulated by the Southern slaveholders. The final objective, according to the newspaper, was to obtain the possession of Haiti to enslave its black population and keep them “at work under white republican masters”. For that reason, Cuzneau’s mission could be considered as part of a “filibustering mission of both Dominica and Haiti”. To avoid achieving this purpose, the newspaper called for the recognition of the independence of both the Dominican Republic and Haiti, a decision several times postponed by the Government.

The racial composition of the Island and particularly of the Dominican Republic lured interest as well. Quoting a report made by an American citizen who lived in the Dominican Republic, *The Daily South Carolinian* reconsidered the “black character” of that country. Rejecting the assumption that the island was just inhabited by blacks and mulattoes, the newspaper highlighted the multiracial character of the Dominican society, in which whites and a mixture of white and indian blood, together with mulattoes and blacks, formed a diverse society. The “black character” of the Island, therefore, was discarded in the note and along with that the possibility of annexation with slave purposes. The same report emphasized on the quality and quantity of the Dominican natural resources, being much richer in silver, coal, and mining compared to Cuba, and the crucial geopolitical importance of the Island, “if Cuba is the key to the Mexican Gulf, the bay of Samana, in the Dominican Republic, is no doubt the key to the Caribbean Sea”.


Because of the active diplomatic opposition made by Spain, backed by France and England, the treaty was eventually rejected by Dominicans. Although the diplomatic contest was not a question of life or death, it shows us that the island was a clear space of competition for both Spain and the United States. After the rejection of the Samaná Treaty, a new phase in the United States-Spain dispute for the Republican Dominican began; one in which Spain sought to recover its presence and influence on the island and in which the Monroe Doctrine, in the context of the American Civil War and despite the pressure of public opinion, could not be enforced.

3. THE ANNEXATION PROCESS AND THE AMERICAN PUBLIC OPINION RESPONSE

The Spanish diplomatic activity in the island did not end with the rejection of the Samaná Treaty but intensified toward the latter part of the 1850s. Several factors were involved in the process. First, the Dominican government sought the protection of Spain, fearful of the persistent Haitian menace. As a reflection of its republican life since 1844, the Dominican Republic continued suffering from instability and of a complete subordination and dependence to external powers. On the other hand, the Spanish government began to pay closer attention to the Dominican Republic concluding that the possibility of its territorial incorporation was possible. The idea was even considered more feasible as it became clear that in the United States the internal problems occupied the entire public agenda. As James Cortada suggests, the process of annexation of the Dominican Republic to Spain in no case could be considered as a violent event but as the culmination of a process desired by both sides and only understandable due to the American silence or absence.

By December 1860 the Spanish government had decided to start the annexation process fundamentally for three main reasons: the first, geopolitical; the second, economical; and the third, moral. While the control over the island would allow Spain a better defense of Cuba in case of an American aggression, the annexation would increase the trade between Spain and the Dominican Republic. Finally, the occupation would have a positive effect on the Spanish national ego. Dominican and Spanish diplomats worked out a series of arrangements regarding the terms of the annexation: slavery (existent in other Spanish colonies, such as Cuba and Puerto Rico) would not be reintroduced, some Dominican officials would conserve their post in the colonial government, Spain would introduce resources to reactivate the internal economy, and the Dominican laws would not be radically modified. The agreement was approved by both parties and made effective on March 18, 1861, when the Dominican Republic was reincorporated into the Spanish Empire under the figure of “protectorate”.

The international context facilitated the process with no relevant questionings. While in France the Spanish intervention in the Dominican Republic was seen with satisfaction and as a symbol of the death of the Monroe Doctrine –favorable to their interests in Mexico–, the British did not protest, convinced by the Spaniards that slavery would not be reintroduced in the island. The United States, on its part, despite some minor diplomatic claims, found itself in the awkward position of facing an internal war at the same time that an international crisis erupted. Although initially the Secretary of State, William Seward, manifested to the President Abraham Lincoln his desire to actively intervene in the controversy and to demand explanations from both Spain for the annexation of the Dominican
Republic and France for its growing involvement in Mexico, Lincoln’s decision of maintaining cautious neutrality in both cases prevailed at the end.\textsuperscript{30}

The official passivity, or resignation perhaps, contrasted with the great concern manifested by the public opinion throughout the United States.\textsuperscript{31} Not only Northern but also Southern newspapers saw in the Spanish intervention a menace for the United States’ interests in both the Caribbean and the continental territories. Georgia’s \textit{Daily Morning News}, for example, warned that the “high-handed and outrageous conduct of Spain, in seizing that Island” could lead to serious confrontations between both governments and would even provoke an undesirable and unfortunate war.\textsuperscript{32} At the same time, Illinois’ \textit{Chicago Tribune}, asked for a direct and immediate response in the sense that the situation generated “an excellent opening for the application of the Monroe Doctrine by our government”\textsuperscript{33}. From a more critical point of view, South Carolina’s \textit{Charleston Mercury}, called for a stronger and more active position in the matter and criticized the “indifference with which the Spanish occupation of San Domingo has been received in Washington”\textsuperscript{34}. Even the popular magazine \textit{Vanity Fair} acidly intervened in the matter. Utilizing a marked racial language, the magazine criticized the weakness of the U. S. foreign policy by allowing that “the Moorish-blooded Spaniard” threatened the dreaded name of America.\textsuperscript{35}

After these initial reactions, the calls of the press turned attention toward the island, its history, its people, and its traditional links with the United States. In a complete evaluation of the new international context, the \textit{Chicago Tribune} considered that, although Spain could make claim on the sovereignty of the second “gem of the Antilles” based in the past due to their common history and now in the “powder and ball,” the North Americans must show resolution to prevent such aspirations.\textsuperscript{36} The editorial was also extremely critical to the previous government for having neglected the relations with the Dominican Republic and Haiti. In this regard, the newspaper regretted the loss of the opportunities provided for the Samaná Treaty, dismissed without apparent reasons. On the other hand, the newspaper censured the Lincoln’s government that “turned a deaf ear alike to the solicitations of the colored commonwealth and to the New York and Boston merchants who seconded the claim of the Dominicans to recognition”\textsuperscript{37}. The situation in Haiti was also a focus of attention and several calls were made in order to assure its protection in front of a possible Spanish attack. According to the \textit{Chicago Tribune}, the objective of the U. S. must be to defend the Haiti’s territorial integrity, with its republican institutions, free homesteads, and religious liberty that could be utilized in the future as a “peculiar refuge of our colored population”\textsuperscript{38}. As the major fear was that Haitians could be subjected and enslaved, the appeal to the Government was clear and categorical “a response must be made to these things”\textsuperscript{39}. In the same sense, \textit{The New York Times} alerted that the objective of Spain in its annexation of the Dominican Republic was not this country but to “subdue the neighboring republic of Haiti and transport its citizens to the sugar plantations of Cuba”\textsuperscript{40}. The internal antislavery discourses were employed in the international scene due to the specific racial particularities of the Dominican Republic and its neighbor.

The advance of Spain in the Caribbean was not only put into question in racial terms but also as a possible territorial threat for the United States. Although \textit{The New York Times} believed that the objective of Spain was a domination over Mexico, the \textit{Chicago Tribune} went beyond by expressing that the national homeland was in risk: “if the policy of reoccupying her American colonies has been decided upon by the Spanish court, their movements will naturally be directed to Florida, Louisiana,
Texas and Mexico, according to opportunities and circumstances."41 Virginia’s southerner Richmond Enquirer, agreed in pointing out that the occupation of the Dominican Republic was just Spain’s first step towards “her recovery of a portion of the immense American possessions which, not many years ago, belonged to her.”42

Although the press agreed in pointing out the threat represented by the Spanish presence in the Dominican Republic and the future consequences of such an act in racial, political, and territorial matters, the United States government decided not to intervene. The internal conflict prevented any kind of initiative to block the Spanish progress in the island and the domestic concerns simply took precedence over the Monroe Doctrine.43 Moreover, the main fear of the United States government probably was that Spain might grant diplomatic recognition to the Confederates, which helps to explain the option taken by Lincoln and Seward: by threatening Spain, the risk of a double front was greater than accepting her presence in the Dominican Republic. A policy of resignation and the logic of “one war at a time,” therefore, were imposed in the Dominican matter.44

Despite the official silence of the United States Government in the Dominican question, the press continued to inform on the events of the island. And things were not as Spaniards expected, because a growing revolutionary discontent emerged among the Dominicans propitiating a revolt that erupted in 1863. The Dominicans were not satisfied with the Spanish colonial order imposed over them, the economy was stagnated, the displacement of Dominican officials was notorious and the levels of corruption were higher than ever. The growing Dominican discontent was followed with attention by American newspapers, eager to recover the island to put it the U. S. influence. The New York Times insisted on a more active American foreign policy in the matter, calling the Government to intervene directly in favor of the rebels due to the justice of their cause and that the “honor and security of the United States” were at stake.45

In addition to reporting with interest on the progress of the Dominican rebels, the news revisited “recurrent” topics on race and slavery, particularly when they referred to the Haitian situation and its importance for the United States. For example, in June of 1861, The New York Times opined that the situation of Haiti was of extreme importance for the American government and society. Besides highlighting that Haiti was the eighth largest trading partner of the United States, this country, said the editorialist, had a double interest in the Haitian policy: first “on the ground of equality and right” and second “of self-interest and protection.”46 In order to achieve such objectives the newspapers proposed to recognize the Haitian nationality and to establish commercial and diplomatic treaties with Haiti. With the recognition “many thousands of colored Americans would gladly make their home under its banner”47. As in the 1850s internal racial tensions were still projected into the Caribbean, although now, in the 1860s, the Caribbean represented a sort of promise land for blacks, at least from the northern point of view.

The presence in the Dominican Republic provoked multiple debates in Spain. The incessant rebels’ action plus important material and economic losses prepared the political climate for the Spanish withdrawal.48 Although the abandonment of the island and the renunciation to the attempt of annexation were regarded as signals of weakness and humiliation, the Lower House and the Senate approved the evacuation of all Spanish navy, army, and civil service personnel. Finally, the decree of annexation was annulled in the spring of 1865.49 The decision was celebrated in the Dominican
Republic and in the American public opinion as well. The Chicago Tribune blamed Spain for its role in the annexation that “had been more than a crime a blunder”50. The racial values of the rebels and their masculinity and bravery demonstrated in the battles were also vindicated by the newspaper, “the Latin race has been defeated and expelled by the natives—those, who, transferred to the Confederacy, would deemed fit only for slavery because of their inferiority to the white man. Our Saxon blood accepts the capacity to fight as the final test of manhood, and in the Antilles not less than in Port Hudson and at Ford Wagner, the despised color is redeeming itself on the battlefields of its liberty.”51 In the same sense, The Chattanooga Daily Gazette, TN, although pervaded by a scornful speech, congratulated the rebels and showed satisfaction with the end of the long conflict generated by an “unjust invasion, and an unrighteous attempt at conquest of a people who, however contemptible as a nation, had, nevertheless, a claim to be protected in the independence”52. With a hint of irony the correspondent of the Daily National Intelligencer, DC, highlighted the fact that the Dominicans had expelled the Spaniards without the support of external forces. With their “gallant defense” of their country, perhaps unintentionally, they had enforced the Monroe Doctrine, the same principle that the United States had to relinquish.53

Almost at the same time that the American Civil War ended up, the conflict in the Caribbean that had questioned the Monroe Doctrine was solved without the American intervention. Rather than external threats, the limits of the Monroe Doctrine could be found in the internal weakness provoked by the internecine warfare. Although the United States official policy was eminently absent on this matter, the American public opinion attentively followed, from different point of views and with different emphasis, the Dominican events.

4. EPILOGUE

Almost one year after the withdrawal of the Spanish troops from the Dominican Republic, the United States Secretary of State, William H. Seward, visited the island and met with the highest local authorities, included the Dominican President, General Buenaventura Baéz. In a public ceremony, as they remembered the events of the Spanish occupation and clarified some misunderstandings between the United States and the Dominican Republic, General Baéz asked Seward the official recognition of the nation: “When Dominicans separated from Haiti, Baéz told Seward, many other states recognized Dominica, but the United States, for reasons doubtless of their own, have never recognized Dominica”54. Seward responded that at the same moment when the United States was about to recognize the independence of the Dominican Republic, the annexation to Spain altered all the plans and postponed the decision by thinking that “a state that will permit and endure successful intervention in its political affairs, is unworthy, and therefore, incapable of being free. A brave people need no intervention to a timid or cowardly nation. Foreign intervention, though in friendly guise, has no blessings”. Then, Seward pledged his word for speeding up the process of recognition of the Dominican Republic at his return to the United States. A few days after, the recognition of the Dominican Republic by the United States government was official. William Cazneau, the same man who had promoted the Samaná Treaty, was appointed as Minister of the U. S. in the Dominican Republic.55
Although the Civil War had forced to reconsider the official American involvement in the Dominican Republic, once the internal strife had gone the interest of the United States in the Caribbean nation was reactivated by utilizing the same methods and the same men than in the past. The Civil War represented only a moment of absence or, better to say, of official silence in the Dominican affairs. The American expansionism in the Dominican Republic only culminated, in its nineteenth-century version, after the incomplete process of annexation of this nation to the U. S. in 1871. The Civil War represented, therefore, just a little setback in a process that had begun to take place some decades earlier.

The presence of Seward immediately after the end of the American Civil War and the withdrawal of the Spaniards from the island plus the posterior attempt of annexation by the U. S. demonstrate that the Dominican Republic remained to be an important and attractive location within the geopolitical and economic interests of the United States government. Their silence during the years of the Spanish occupation had only responded to the critical internal situation and not to a lack of interest in the island. On the side of the public opinion, represented by northern and southern newspapers, the evaluation was diametrically opposed. Before, during, and after the Civil War, the public opinion paid attention to the events of the Dominican Republic and attempted to influence the American foreign policy. With discontinuities over time, with different emphasis, and sometimes without an accurate idea of what happened there, the island and its fate received a special consideration by the American public opinion particularly on the matters associated to or with implications for the United States, such as race, slavery, manhood, and balance of power among potencies in the Caribbean.
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